ABLOY® SENTRY
Security for extreme environments
Because of the cylinder construction ABLOY SENTRY is an ideal solution for extreme and harsh environments starting from transportation to telecom industry, power industry or mining industry.
Industrial and municipal facilities are subject to vandalism, thefts and even terrorism. Securing their operation is socially important.

The unique ABLOY rotating disc technology provides smooth and reliable function in every environment. ABLOY SENTRY is a patented cylinder system specifically designed for professional end users and original equipment manufacturers. It is an ideal solution whenever high security and resistance in harsh conditions is needed. ABLOY SENTRY offers full range of cam locks, cabinet locks and padlocks.

With ABLOY SENTRY your security is ensured today as well as in the future. ABLOY SENTRY worldwide patents are valid until 2027.

IDEAL SOLUTION FOR:

- Transportation
- Government and defense
- Telecom industry
- Mining industry
- Water industry
- Power industry
- Vending, gaming
- Showcases, museums
THE UNIQUE ABLOY® CYLINDER MECHANISM

The unique ABLOY cylinder mechanism, based on the use of rotating discs instead of the traditional springs and pins, is known widely by security professionals all over the world.

It offers numerous unsurpassed features and benefits over conventional locking cylinders whether it is a padlock, furniture lock or cam lock. ABLOY SENTRY cylinders are bump proof and virtually pick proof.

RELIABLE CONSTRUCTION FOR HARSH CONDITIONS

ABLOY SENTRY cylinder is suitable for different weather conditions. It is extremely resistant against dirt, freezing, salt water and wear. Full metal key is strong and its symmetrical design makes it easy to use. ABLOY SENTRY key has large areas for stampings and different color identifiers to personalize keys. ABLOY SENTRY comes standard with patented feature, AWS (Anti Wear System), that prolongs the life cycle - ensuring a long and trouble free service life even in extensive applications.

CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS

Abloy’s target is to solve customers’ problems and fulfill their needs. The solutions do not always come as a standard. They may be modifications of existing products or completely new innovations. In that way we can always provide cost-effective total solutions for customers.
ABLOY padlocks fulfil and exceed the EN 12320 requirements for Padlocks and padlock fittings.
With ABLOY SENTRY system you need only one key to open all the different locks within your application – from padlocks to cam locks, cabinet locks and even custom made locks.
In ABLOY SENTRY system one key can open up all padlocks, cam locks and cabinet locks within the application.

Vast number of key combinations offer superior master keying features and will fulfill your exact specifications. ABLOY SENTRY cylinder can be retrofitted to replace prior ABLOY locking systems. It is a cost effective way to upgrade cylinder systems which have expired patents, for example CLASSIC and PROFILE. ABLOY SENTRY worldwide patents are valid until 2027.

**PROFESSIONAL KEY SECURITY**

The use of different key security levels and key profiles ensure the highest level of key control tailored to your exact needs. Duplication of keys is always strictly controlled. In order to get additional ABLOY SENTRY keys to your master keying systems, you must have a related system card. Keys are supplied by the authorized ABLOY Centers only.
ABLOY® HAS A KEY ROLE IN WORLDWIDE SECURITY

We have over 100 years experience and expertise in the field of high security locking products and solutions. Ever since its invention ABLOY has been at the highest level of the lock industry.

The driving force behind every part of ABLOY is a commitment to provide reliable service together with the highest quality products for any given application worldwide. ABLOY products are result of continuous R & D, testing and ability to understand and solve our customers’ highest security needs. All ABLOY cylinder products are designed and manufactured in Finland.

ABLOY locks and cylinders are chosen worldwide for highly sensitive applications. They are recognized as the world’s premium high security locking systems, used extensively by private, commercial and government end users who demand the ultimate in high security.

Abloy Oy has a world-wide network of sales units and distributors. They have extensive knowledge of ABLOY products and can provide you the best local service and expertise. Our professional team is here to help you.

ABLOY® secures people, property, and business operations on land, at sea, and in the air – in all circumstances.

ASSA ABLOY is the global leader in door opening solutions, dedicated to satisfying end-user needs for security, safety and convenience.